Abstract Recently, alternating transition systems are adopted to describe control systems with disturbances and their finite abstract systems. In order to capture the equivalence relation between these systems, a notion of alternating approximate bisimilarity is introduced. This paper aims to establish a modal characterization for alternating approximate bisimilarity. Moreover, based on this result, we provide a link between specifications satisfied by the samples of control systems with disturbances and their finite abstractions.
been adopted in the area of control theory to capture the equivalence between control systems and their finite abstraction [28] [29] [30] .
However, when the states or actions of labeled transition systems are associated with quantitative data, the notion of bisimilarity seems not be very suitable for describing the equivalence in such situation. For example, in real time systems, there is often a little difference between time delays. If we use the usual notion of bisimilarity (for instance, timed bisimilarity [22] [31] ) to capture the equivalence of states in such systems, time delays can match only if they are identical. Such exact matching may be unrealistic. On the other hand, in control theory, it has been pointed out that the notion of bisimilarity is so rigorous that it is often hard to construct finite abstractions which are bisimilar to the given control systems [14] [24] .
To overcome these defects, a number of theories are provided to describe approximate behavioral equivalence [5] [32] . In these work, two different approaches have been adopted.
One approach is to introduce notions of approximate bisimilarity. In such category, Giacalone et al. are probably first to present the notion of approximate bisimilarity, and provide ε-bisimilarity for probabilistic transition systems [13] . In the framework of metric labeled transition systems, Ying provides the notion of λ-bisimilarity [32] . This notion has been adopted to describe the equivalence between processes in time-CCS and time-CSP [32] , the equivalence and reliability of processes in pi-calculus with noise [33] , and the equivalence between quantum processes in qCCS [34] .
In recent years, some notions of approximate bisimilarity are introduced in control theory. In the framework of LTS with observations and metrics over observations, Girard and Pappas introduce δ-approximate bisimilarity [15] . Pola and Tabuada adopt this notion to capture the equivalence between control systems without disturbances and their finite abstractions [24] . They also provide the notion of alternating approximate bisimilarity in alternating transition systems to describe approximate equivalence between control systems with disturbances and their finite abstractions [25] [26] . The notions of approximate bisimilarity play an important role in the analysis and design of control systems (for example, see [8] [16] [27] ). Girard and Pappas give an overview about the related work and point out that the notions of approximate bisimilarity provide a bridge between control theory and computer science [17] .
Another approach is based on distance functions over processes (or states, systems). For a variety of transition systems, distance functions have been introduced via distinct approaches (e.g., modal logic, fixed point, and coalgebra). For example, for probabilistic transition systems, Desharnais et al. [10] [11] and Breugel et al. [6] [7] adopt these methods to define metrics over processes and establish the relationship between these metrics. Recently, Zhou and Ying define a metric over probabilistic transition systems in terms of so-called "smallest" logical formula that distinguishes them [38] . For labeled transition systems accompanied with metric, van Breugel provides pseudometrics over states through these three methods and shows that these pseudometrics coincide [5] .
To describe the equivalence between metric transition systems, de Alfaro et al. introduce linear distances and branching distances [9] .
The relationship between these two approaches has been explored in the literature. For example, Giacalone et al. introduce a pseudometric over probabilistic transition systems in terms of ε-bisimilarity [13] . Van Breugel presents a conjecture which concerns the relationship between his behavioural pseudometric and Ying's λ-bisimilarity [5] . Recently, a negative answer to this conjecture is given [36] . In the framework of LTS with observations, Girard and Pappas characterize the branching distance in terms of δ-approximate bisimulation with the assumption that the discount factor α = 1 [15] . This result has been generalized to general case and the branching distance with arbitrary discount factor is characterized in terms of (η, α)-bisimilarity [37] .
As well known, bisimilarity can be characterized as a fixed point [23] , via a modal logic [18] and by way of coalgebra [1] . A modal characterization of bisimilarity is provided by Hennessy and Milner [18] . They demonstrate that, in the framework of LTS, bisimilarity coincides with logical equivalence w.r.t Hennessy-Milner logic (HML, for short), that is, two states in LTS are bisimilar if and only if they satisfy the same formulae of HML. Inspired by this result, different modal characterizations are established for a lot of varieties of bisimilarity in the above style. For instance, Alur et al. characterize alternating bisimilarity in terms of alternating-time temporal logic (ATL, for short) [3] . Ying provides a logical characterization of λ-bisimilarity with the assumption that the metric is ultra-metric or λ = 0. However, without such assumption, λ-bisimilarity can not be characterized in the style of Hennessy-Milner theorem. Its logical characterization associated with arbitrary metric is established in a new style [35] .
The logical characterizations of bisimilarity play important roles in the formal analysis and design of control systems. They guarantee that control systems share the same logical properties with their finite abstractions which are bisimilar to these control systems. In such situation, the analysis and design of control systems can be equivalently performed on their finite abstraction, which considerably reduces the complexity of the analysis and design of control systems [4, 30] .
This paper aims to establish a logical characterization of alternating approximate bisimilarity. Furthermore, based on this result, for control systems with disturbances mentioned in [26] , we illustrate a relationship between linear temporal logical specifications satisfied by their samples under control and by their finite abstractions under control, respectively. Roughly speaking, this paper demonstrates that if the sample of a control system with disturbances and its finite abstraction are alternating approximate bisimilar and the latter satisfies a specification under control, then the former may satisfy a "looser" specification under control. In particular, the transformation from a given specification to a looser one is provided.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We recall related definitions and results in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide a variety of ATL and two relations between the formulas of this logical language, which play central roles in this paper. Section 4 establishes a modal characterization of alternating approximate bisimilarity. In Section 5, we illustrate a relationship between temporal logical specifications satisfied by the samples of control systems with disturbances and by their finite abstractions under control. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
Preliminaries
This section will recall some notions and results about alternating transition systems, alternating bisimilarity and alternating approximate bisimilarity from [3] [26] .
Before doing so, we introduce some useful notations. The symbol N, R, R + and R 0 + denote the set of positive integers, reals, positive reals and nonnegative reals, respectively. For any set A, A + represents the set of all non-empty finite strings over A, and A ω denotes the set of infinite strings over A. We use s A and σ A to denote the elements of A + and A ω , respectively. If A is known from the context, we will omit the subscripts in s A and σ A . For any s ∈ A + , s[i] and s[end] mean the i-th element and the last element of s, respectively.
As usual, |s| means the length of s.
Alternating transition systems
Definition 1 An alternating transition system is a 5-tuple (S, P, Ω, Π, ), where
• S is a set of states;
• P is a set of observations;
• Ω is a finite set of agents;
• Π : S → P is an observation function;
S is a function satisfying that for any state q ∈ S, if each agent i ∈ Ω chooses a set S i ∈ (q, i), then the set i∈Ω S i is a singleton. The function is often said to be transition function.
If (q, i) is finite for each q ∈ S and i ∈ Ω, then we say (S, P, Ω, Π, ) is finite branching. If both the state set S and the observation set P are finite, then (S, P, Ω, Π, ) is said to be a finite alternating transition system. Intuitively, for each state q, an agent i can choose a set S i ∈ (q, i) such that the state reached from q must belong to S i . According to the above definition, it is clear that the successor state of state q is determined when all agents make choices.
Definition 2 Let T = (S, P, Ω, Π, ) be an alternating transition system, i ∈ Ω and Ag ⊆ Ω. A function f i : S + → 2 S is said to be a strategy of i iff
S is said to be a strategy of Ag iff there exist a family of strategies f i of i (i ∈ Ag) such that F Ag (s) = i∈Ag f i (s) for any s ∈ S + .
In the following, we set (q, Ag) { i∈Ag S i : S i ∈ (q, i) for each i ∈ Ag} for each state q and agent set Ag. The conclusion below is simple but useful. To show that this function is a strategy of Ag, construct a family of strategies f i (i ∈ Ag) as follows:
, it follows from the definition of (s[end], Ag) that there exist Q i ∈ (s[end], i) for each i ∈ Ag such that F Ag (s) = i∈Ag Q i . Then, fix these Q i 's, and for each i ∈ Ag, we set f i (s) = Q i .
Clearly, by Definition 2, for each i ∈ Ag, the function f i : S + → 2 S defined above is a strategy of i. On the other hand, it is easy to check that for any s ∈ S + , F Ag (s) = i∈Ag f i (s). Therefore, it follows from Definition 2 that F Ag is a strategy of Ag.
⊓ ⊔
In general, the strategies are provided for some agents to enforce the outcomes of alternating transition systems to satisfy the given properties, such as reachability, safety and so on. Formally, the outcomes of alternating transition systems under strategies are defined below.
Definition 3 Let T = (S, P, Ω, Π, ) be an alternating transition system, q ∈ S, Ag ⊆ Ω and let F Ag : S + → 2 S be a strategy of Ag. For each n ∈ N,
Intuitively, F Ag is used to indicate a family of choices of agent set Ag, while Out n T (q, F Ag ) and Out T (q, F Ag ) consist of finite and infinite traces starting from q in which each step subjects to such choices. We often omit the subscripts of Out n T (q, F Ag ) and Out T (q, F Ag ) when the alternating transition system T is clear from the context. Lemma 2 For any n ∈ N, the following conclusion holds:
Alternating bisimilarity and alternating approximate bisimilarity
To capture the behavioral equivalence between alternating transition systems associated with the same observation set and agent set, Alur et al. introduce the notion of alternating bisimilarity [3] .
be two alternating transition systems (i = 1, 2) and Ag ⊆ Ω. The binary relation R ⊆ S 1 × S 2 is said to be an Ag-alternating bisimulation if and only if for any (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R,
For any q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 , these two states are said to be Ag-alternating bisimilar, in symbols q 1 ∼ Ag q 2 , if and only if there exists an Ag-alternating bisimulation R such that (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R. In other words, ∼ Ag {R ⊆ S 1 × S 2 : R is an Ag-alternating bisimulation}.
It is easy to check that ∼ Ag is an equivalence relation and is the largest Ag-alternating bisimulation. We leave it to the interested readers. Alur et al. establish a modal characterization of alternating bisimilarity in terms of alternating-time temporal logic (for short, ATL) [3] . They show that two states are Ag-alternating bisimilar if and only if they satisfy the same Ag-ATL formulas, where Ag-ATL formulas are ATL-formulas in which all path quantifiers occurring are parameterized by Ag.
Recently, alternating transition systems associated with metric over observations are adopted as models of the samples of control systems with disturbances and their finite abstractions [25] [26] . In these work, the notion of alternating approximate bisimilarity is used to capture approximate equivalence between systems.
Definition 5 [26] Let T i = (S i , P, Ω, Π i , i ) be two alternating transition systems (i = 1, 2) and Ag ⊆ Ω. Suppose that d is a metric over P and ε ∈ R 0 + . The binary relation R ⊆ S 1 × S 2 is said to be an (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimulation if and only if for any (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R,
Two states q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 are said to be (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilar, denoted by q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 , if and only if there exists an (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimulation R ⊆ S 1 × S 2 such that (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R.
1 By Definition 1, it is easy to see that both
T 1 and T 2 are said to be (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilar, in symbols T 1 ∼ ε Ag T 2 , if and only if {q 1 ∈ S 1 : q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 for some q 2 ∈ S 2 } = S 1 and {q 2 ∈ S 2 : q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 for some q 1 ∈ S 1 } = S 2 .
The following results reveal some simple properties of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity.
Ag is an equivalence relation; (2) for any
Ag is the largest (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimulation. 
Proof (From left to right) Follows from Definition 5 and (3) in Lemma 3.
(From right to left) Let R {(q 1 , q 2 ) : q 1 and q 2 satisfy (1)-(3)}∪ ∼ ε Ag . It is almost immediate to check that R is an (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimulation. So by (3) in Lemma 3, the conclusion holds.
⊓ ⊔ It should be pointed out that (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity is not always transitive and then is not always an equivalence relation. An example is given below.
Example 1 Consider the alternating transition system ({q
Ag is not an equivalence relation. In this and the next sections, we will establish a logical characterization of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity. To this end, a modal language is introduced below, which is obtained by adding the diamond operator ε to ATL.
Definition 6 Let ε ∈ R 0 + , P a finite set of propositions and let Ω be a set of agents. ATL ε (P, Ω) formulae are divided into: state formulas and path formulas, which are defined inductively as: state formula ϕ ::= p| ε p|¬ϕ|ϕ ∧ ϕ| Ag φ, where p ∈ P, Ag ⊆ Ω and φ is a path formula; path formula φ ::= ϕ|¬φ|φ ∧ φ|Xφ|φUφ, where ϕ is a state formula.
The operator is a path quantifier. Given Ag ⊆ Ω, an ATL ε (P, Ω) formula α is said to be an Ag-ATL ε (P, Ω) formula if and only if all path quantifiers occurring in α are parameterized by Ag.
As usual, logical connective ∨ can be defined in terms of ¬ and ∧. If P and Ω are clear from the context, ATL ε (P, Ω) and Ag-ATL ε (P, Ω) are often abbreviated to ATL ε and Ag-ATL ε , respectively. Henceforth, we use ϕ, γ, ϕ 1 , γ 1 · · · to denote state formulas and φ, ψ, φ 1 , ψ 1 , · · · to denote path formulas.
Definition 7 Let T = (S, P, Ω, Π, ) be an alternating transition system, d a metric over P and ε ∈ R + 0 . The satisfaction relation |= s (|= p ) between the states (the infinite state sequence σ ∈ S ω , respectively) of T and state formulas (path formulas, respectively) is inductively defined as: for any q ∈ S and σ ∈ S ω ,
• for any state formula ϕ,
For convenience, the subscripts of |= s and |= p will be omitted in this paper. In the following, two rank functions are introduced as usual.
Definition 8 Let ε ∈ R + 0 , P a finite set of propositions and let Ω be a set of agents. The rank function ξ s (ξ p ) mapping ATL ε state formulas (path formulas, respectively) to natural numbers is defined as:
This paper aims to establish a modal characterization of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity in terms of Ag-ATL ε . However, as shown in Example 1, (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity is not always an equivalence relation. Then it may not coincide with modal equivalence w.r.t any modal logic. In other words, the modal characterization of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity can not be provided in the usual style.
To overcome this defect, two binary relations between formulas will be introduced, which will play the central roles in this paper. Before giving them formally, we explain the motivation behind these notions. Recall that two states are (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilar if and only if they satisfy the forth and back conditions in Theorem 1. So, in order to establish the modal characterization of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity, we need to formalize these conditions in terms of ATL ε formulas. According to the semantics of ATL ε , we have the following observation.
For
This simple observation gives us a hint about the logical characterization of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity. That is, we may characterize it in terms of an appropriate binary relation H over ATL ε state formulae, and this characterization will possess the form "q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 iff for any pair (ϕ, γ) ∈ H, (T 1 , d), q 1 |= ϕ implies (T 2 , d), q 2 |= γ, and vice versa". To provide such relation H, we introduce the notions below.
Definition 9 Let P be a finite set of propositions, ε ∈ R 0 + , Ω a set of agents and Ag ⊆ Ω. The binary relation H ε Ag (P, Ω) over Ag-ATL ε state formulas and the binary relation E ε Ag (P, Ω) over Ag-ATL ε path formulas are the smallest pair of relations satisfying the following conditions (i.e., for any pair of relations H and E over states formulas and path formulas, respectively, if they satisfy the following conditions then
For convenience, if P and Ω are clear from the context, H ε Ag (P, Ω) and E ε Ag (P, Ω) are often abbreviated to H ε Ag and E ε Ag , respectively. The following result guarantees the existence of these two relations.
Proposition 1 Let P be a finite set of propositions, ε ∈ R 0 + , Ω a set of agents and Ag ⊆ Ω. Then (i) Let I be an index set. If for each i ∈ I, the binary relation H i over Ag-ATL ε state formulas and the binary relation E i over Ag-ATL ε path formulas satisfy the conditions in Definition 9, then so is ( i∈I H i , i∈I E i ).
(ii) The smallest pair of relations satisfying the conditions in Definition 9 exist.
Proof Clearly, the pair of relations H and E satisfy the conditions in Definition 9, where H {(ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) : ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are Ag-ATL ε state formulas} and E {(φ 1 , φ 2 ) : φ 1 and φ 2 are Ag-ATL ε path formulas}. So it follows from (i) that (ii) holds. We prove (i) below.
Assume that for each i ∈ I, the binary relation H i over Ag-ATL ε state formulas and the binary relation E i over Ag-ATL ε path formulas satisfy the conditions in Definition 9. It suffices to show that the pair ( i∈I H i , i∈I E i ) satisfies the conditions (1)- (9) in Definition 9. We will provide two sample cases.
(1) Let p ∈ P. Then for each i ∈ I, since H i and E i satisfy the conditions in Definition 9, it follows that (p, ε p) ∈ H i . Thus we have (p, ε p) ∈ i∈I H i .
(2) Let (ϕ, γ) ∈ i∈I H i . Then (ϕ, γ) ∈ H i for each i ∈ I. So for each i ∈ I, since H i and E i satisfy the conditions in Definition 9, we get (¬γ, ¬ϕ) ∈ H i . Therefore, we obtain (¬γ, ¬ϕ) ∈ i∈I H i .
⊓ ⊔
A few of useful properties of H 
(g) if the path formula ψ is also a state formula, then φ is also a state formula, Proof Since d is a metric over P, for any p, p
Further, by Definition 7 and Lemma 4, it is easy to prove (1) and (2) by induction on the ranks of ϕ and ψ. Next, we prove (3) and (4) simultaneously by induction on the ranks of ϕ 0 and ψ 0 .
By Definition 8, it is clear that if ξ s (ϕ 0 ) = 0 and ξ p (ψ 0 ) = 0 then (3) and (4) hold.
Suppose that ξ s (ϕ 0 ) = ξ p (ψ 0 ) = n + 1 and the items (3) and (4) hold for any Ag-ATL 0 state formula ϕ and Ag-ATL 0 path formula ψ with ξ s (ϕ) ≤ n and ξ p (ψ) ≤ n. According to Definition 8, ϕ 0 is in one of the following forms: p, 0 p, ¬γ 1 , ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 and Ag ψ, and ψ 0 is in the form of ϕ, ¬φ 1 , ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 , Xψ or ψ 1 Uψ 2 . In the following, we just provide two sample cases. The proofs of other cases are similar.
Suppose that ϕ 0 = 0 p for some p ∈ P. It follows from (1) 
Proof We prove (1) and (2) 
Ag and the items (1) and (2) 
Modal characterization of alternating approximate bisimilarity
This section will establish a modal characterization of (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity in terms of relations H ε Ag and E ε Ag defined in the previous section. Similar method has been adopted to provide the modal characterization of λ-bisimilarity [35] . In order to obtain such modal characterization, a number of auxiliary lemmas are needed.
Firstly, we intend to demonstrate that for any alternating approximately bisimilar states q 1 (of T 1 ) and q 2 (of T 2 ), given a strategy of T 1 , there exists a strategy of T 2 such that, under control of these strategies, each trace starting from q 2 is approximately bisimilar to some trace starting from q 1 . To prove this conclusion, we need könig's lemma (see [19] ), which says every infinite, finite branching tree has an infinite branch.
Lemma 6 Let T i = (S i , P, Ω, Π i , i ) be two finite branching alternating transition systems (i = 1, 2). Suppose that d is a metric over P, ε ∈ R 0 + , Ag ⊆ Ω and F Ag : (S 1 ) + → 2 S1 is a strategy of Ag. For any q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 with q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 , there is a strategy F ′ Ag : (S 2 ) + → 2 S2 such that for any
Proof Let q 1 ∈ S 1 , q 2 ∈ S 2 and q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 . To obtain the desired strategy F ′ Ag : (S 2 ) + → 2 S2 , we define subsets ∆ n of (S 2 ) n and functions F n : ∆ n → 2 S2 (n ∈ N) by induction on n as follows. We set ∆ 1 {q 2 }. Since F Ag is a strategy of Ag, we get F Ag (q 1 ) ∈ 1 (q 1 , Ag). Then by q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 and Theorem 1, there exists Q 2 ∈ 2 (q 2 , Ag) such that for any Q
. Note that such Q 2 may not be unique. Choose and fix an arbitrary such Q 2 and set F 1 (q 2 ) Q 2 . Clearly, F 1 is a function from ∆ 1 to 2 S2 . Suppose that ∆ k and F k have been defined. We define ∆ k+1 and F k+1 below. We set
We choose such a Q 2 and set F k+1 (s Claim 1 For any n ∈ N, the following conclusions hold:
We proceed by induction on n. If n = 1, then (1 n ) and (2 n ) hold trivially. By the definition of F 1 , we obtain F 1 (q 2 ) ∈ 2 (q 2 , Ag). Thus (3 n ) holds due to ∆ 1 = {q 2 }.
Suppose that (1 k ), (2 k ) and (3 k ) hold. We prove (1 k+1 ), (2 k+1 ) and (3 k+1 ) in turn.
(1 k+1 ) By induction hypothesis, we get ∆ k = ∅ and
According to Definition 1, both
Then it follows that s 1 q 
, by the definition of ∆ k+1 and Lemma 2, it is easy to check that
. By Definition 3 and Claim 2, for any
In order to demonstrate the existence of the desired σ 1 ∈ Out(q 1 , F Ag ), we construct the tree 
Proof We prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by induction on the ranks of ϕ and ψ.
By Definition 8, ξ s (ϕ) > 0 and ξ p (ψ) > 0 for any state formula ϕ and path formula ψ. So it is clear that if ξ s (ϕ) = 0 and ξ p (ψ) = 0 then (1) and (2) hold.
Suppose that (ϕ, γ) ∈ H ε Ag , (ψ, φ) ∈ E ε Ag , ξ s (ϕ) = ξ p (ψ) = n + 1 and the conclusions (1) and (2) hold for any (ϕ 0 , γ 0 ) ∈ H ε Ag and (ψ 0 , φ 0 ) ∈ E ε Ag with ξ s (ϕ 0 ) = ξ p (ψ 0 ) ≤ n.
(1-a) By Lemma 4, ϕ is in one of the following forms: p, ¬γ 1 , ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 , and Ag ψ 1 . The argument is split into four cases based on the form of ϕ. In the following, we just consider some sample cases. Case 1.1 ϕ = p for some p ∈ P. Suppose that q 1 ∼ + → 2 S2 such that
By induction hypothesis on (2-a), it follows that (T
be two finite branching alternating transition systems (i = 1, 2). Suppose that d is a metric over P, ε ∈ R 0 + and Ag ⊆ Ω. For any q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 , q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 if they satisfy the following two conditions: q 2 ) : q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 satisfy the above conditions (1) and (2)}.
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that R is an (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimulation. Suppose that R is not. Since each pair in R satisfies the condition (1) in Definition 5, there exists (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R satisfying one of the following conditions:
W.l.o.g, suppose that (i) holds. It follows from (i) and Definition 1 that for any
Hence, for each Q 2 ∈ 2 (q 2 , Ag) and Q ′ 1 ∈ 1 (q 1 , Ω − Ag), we can fix a pair of states q Q2 ∈ Q 2 and q Q ′ 1 ∈ Q 1 satisfying the above conditions. Then for any Q 2 ∈ 2 (q 2 , Ag) and Q
|= ¬¬ϕ. Moreover, by Definition 9, we get (¬γ, ¬ϕ) ∈ H ε Ag . Thus for any Q 2 ∈ 2 (q 2 , Ag) and Q
So, for any Q * 2 ∈ 2 (q 2 , Ag), it follows that
3 .
By Lemma 1, for any strategy
On the other hand, by Definition 2, it is clear that F Ag (q 1 ) = Q 1 ∈ 1 (q 1 , Ag) for some strategy F Ag : (S 1 ) + → 2 S1 . Then by (2), there exists
, which contradicts (1). ⊓ ⊔ 3 i∈I ϕ i and i∈I ϕ i can be defined as usual, where I is a finite index set. Now, we arrive at the main result of this section, which offers a logical characterization of alternating approximate bisimilariy.
Theorem 2 Let T i = (S i , P, Ω, Π i , i ) be two finite branching alternating transition systems (i = 1, 2). Suppose that d is a metric over P, ε ∈ R 0 + and Ag ⊆ Ω. For any q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 , q 1 ∼ ε Ag q 2 if and only if they satisfy the following conditions:
(
Proof Immediately follows from Lemma 7 and 8.
⊓ ⊔ For ε = 0, by the clause (1) in Lemma 3, (Ag, ε)-alternating approximate bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. In this case, the above result degenerates into one in the usual style. 
Proof Suppose that q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 . Then we have 
(by (3) in Lemma 5) ⊓ ⊔
As mentioned in Section 2, a logical characterization of alternating bisimilarity in terms of ATL has been provided in [3] . In the following, we show that this characterization can be obtained from the above result immediately. The syntax and semantic of ATL is similar to ATL ε and the only difference between them is that ATL does not refer to the modal operator ε and metric over observations. Here we do not recall ATL formally, which can be found in [2] [3] . Since the semantics of ATL has nothing to do with metric over observations, we use T, q |= ϕ to denote that the state q of T satisfies ATL formula ϕ.
Corollary 2 Let T i = (S i , P, Ω, Π i , i ) be two finite branching alternating transition systems (i = 1, 2) and Ag ⊆ Ω. For any q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 , q 1 ∼ Ag q 2 if and only if for any Ag-ATL state formula ϕ,
Proof It is not difficult to see that two states are logical equivalent w.r.t Ag-ATL 0 state formulas if and only if so are they w.r.t Ag-ATL state formulas. Thus by the clause (1) in Lemma 3 and Corollary 1, the conclusion holds. ⊓ ⊔
Application of modal characterization: temporal logical control
For control systems with disturbances, Pola and Tabuada adopt infinite alternating transition systems to model their sampling systems and construct finite alternating transition systems as their finite abstractions [25] [26] . In these work, alternating approximate bisimilarity is introduced to capture the equivalence between these sampling systems and finite abstractions. Based on results obtained in the previous section, we will establish a relationship between linear temporal logical specifications which are satisfied by these sampling systems under control and by the corresponding finite abstractions under control, respectively. Moreover, we give a potential application of this result in the linear temporal logical control of control systems with disturbances.
Control systems and its finite abstractions
This subsection recalls some notions and results about control systems with disturbances and their finite abstractions provided by [25] [26] . Before doing so, we introduce some useful notations.
Given a vector x ∈ R n , we denote by x i the i-th element of x and x max{|x 1 |, |x 2 |, · · · , |x n |} where |x i | is the absolute value of x i . The set X ⊆ R n is said to be bounded if and only if sup{ x : x ∈ X} < ∞. For any measurable function f : R 0 + → R, f ∞ sup{ f (t) , t ≥ 0} and f is said to be essentially bounded if f ∞ < ∞. For a given time τ ∈ R + , define f τ so that f τ (t) = f (t) for any t ∈ [0, τ ), and f (t) = 0 elsewhere; f is said to be locally essentially bounded if for any τ ∈ R + , f τ is essentially bounded. In this section, we consider the metric d on R n defined as d(x, y) = max{|x 1 − y 1 |, |x 2 − y 2 |, · · · |x n − y n |}.
Definition 10 [25][26]
A control system with disturbances is a quadruple Σ = (X, W, W, f ), where
• X ⊆ R n is the state space; • W = U × V is the input space, where U ⊆ R m is the control input space; V ⊆ R s is the disturbance input space; • W is a subset of the set of all measurable and locally essentially bounded functions of time from intervals of the form ]a, b[⊆ R to W with a < 0 and b > 0;
• f : X × W → X is a continuous map satisfying the following Lipschitz assumption: for every compact set K ⊂ X, there exists a constant κ > 0 such that
for all x, y ∈ K and all w ∈ W . A locally absolutely continuous curve x :]a, b[→ X is said to be a trajectory if there exists w ∈ W satisfyingẋ(t) = f (x(t), w(t)) for almost all t ∈]a, b[. A control system is said to be forward complete if and only if every trajectory is defined on an interval of the form ]a, ∞[. [25] [26] , we assume that 0 ∈ X, X ⊆ R n is a bounded polytopic sets with non-empty interior, and the control system Σ is forward complete .
Convention. As in
For such systems, Pola and Tabuada adopt a variety of alternating transition systems as models of their sampling systems and finite abstractions [25] [26] .
Definition 11 An alternating transition system is a tuple T = (S, A, B, −→ , P, Π) consisting of a set of states S, a set of control labels A, a set of disturbance labels B, a transition relation →⊆ S × A × B × S, an observation set P and an observation function Π : S → P.
We say that an alternating transition system T is metric if the observation set P is equipped with a metric, T is non-blocking if {q ′ : q a,b − − → q ′ } = ∅ for any q ∈ Q, a ∈ A and b ∈ B, and T is finite if S, A and B are finite. An infinite sequence σ ∈ S ω is said to be a trajectory of T if and only if for all i ∈ N,
We may view the above alternating transition system as a variant of one defined in Definition 1. The differences between them lie in: the above notion involves only two agents which choose successor states by means of choosing inputs, moreover, successor states of a given state may not be determined even if these two agents make choices. In this section, following Pola and Tabuada, the notion "alternating transition system" refers to the one defined above. Similar to Definition 2 and 3, the strategy and the corresponding outcomes of these systems are defined below.
Definition 12 A control strategy for an alternating transition system T = (S, A, B, −→, P, Π) is a function F : S + → 2 A − {∅}. For any q ∈ S, the outcomes Out n T (q, F ) (n ∈ N) and Out T (q, F ) of F from q are defined as follows:
The notion of alternating approximate bisimilarity provided by Pola and Tabuada is recalled below. It is not difficult to see that such notion and one in Definition 5 are the same in spirit.
2) be two metric, non-blocking alternating transition systems and let d be a metric over P. Given a precision ε ∈ R + , a relation R ⊆ S 1 × S 2 is said to be an alternating ε-approximate (AεA) bisimulation relation between T 1 and T 2 if for any
For any q 1 ∈ S 1 and q 2 ∈ S 2 , they are said to be AεA bisimilar, in symbols q 1 ∼ ε q 2 , if there exists an AεA bisimulation relation R between T 1 and T 2 such that (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R. Moreover, T 1 and T 2 are said to be AεA bisimilar, in symbols T 1 ≃ ε T 2 , if there exists an AεA bisimulation relation R between T 1 and T 2 such that S 1 = {q 1 ∈ S 1 : (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R for some q 2 ∈ S 2 } and S 2 = {q 2 ∈ S 2 : (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R for some q 1 ∈ S 1 }.
For control systems with disturbances, Pola and Tabuada construct infinite and finite non-blocking alternating transition systems as their samples and finite abstractions, respectively. The detailed construction is referred to [26] . Moreover, they demonstrate that under some assumption, the sample T τ (Σ) and finite abstraction are alternating approximate bisimilar.
Theorem 3 [26] Given a control system Σ = (X, U × V, W, f ), if Σ is δ-GAS and U × V is compact, then for any desired precision ε ∈ R + , there exist τ ∈ R + and a finite abstraction T of Σ that is AεA bisimilar to the sampling system
For convenience, we set T ε,τ (Σ) {T : T is a finite abstraction of Σ that is AεA bisimilar to the sampling system T τ (Σ)}.
Logical specifications satisfied by samples and abstractions
In recent years, temporal logic, due to its resemblance to natural language and the existence of algorithms for model checking, is widely adopted to describe the desired specifications of control systems. For example, linear temporal logic (LTL) is used to express specifications of discrete-time linear systems [8] and continuous-time linear systems [7] . On the other hand, as mentioned in Introduction, finite abstractions of control systems often are adopted to the analysis and design of control systems. Then a natural question arises at this point: what is the relationship between linear temporal logical specifications which are satisfied under control by sampling systems and by the corresponding finite abstractions respectively? This subsection intends to consider such question. To this end, we introduce linear temporal logic LTL ε + as follows. Definition 14 Let P be a finite set of propositions and ε ∈ R + . LTL ε + (P) formulas are defined inductively as: φ ::= p| ε p|φ 1 ∨ φ 2 |φ 1 ∧ φ 2 |Xφ|φ 1 Uφ 2 , where p ∈ P.
For any LTL ε + (P) formula φ, if ε does not occur in φ, then φ is said to be a LTL + (P) formula. Thus, given an LTL specification ϕ 0 , the formal design of T Σ can be equivalently performed on the finite abstraction T f Σ . Tabuada and Pappas construct a controller T c of T f Σ enforcing ϕ 0 and demonstrate that T Σ satisfies ϕ 0 under this controller as well. Furthermore, based on this controller, a close-loop system H satisfying ϕ 0 is generated. Similar methods are also adopted in [12] [21] [29] .
It is worth to be pointed out that the work [4] [12] [29] [30] consider only the non-disturbance control systems. We intend to generalize these methods to the disturbance case. Similar to the conclusion ( * ) above, as illustrated by Fig 2 5 , Corollary 3 in this paper combining with the work in [26] provides analogous results for linear temporal logical control of control systems with disturbances. In detail, Pola and Tabuada construct finite abstractions of control systems that are AεA bisimilar to the samples of control systems [26] , while we demonstrate that if finite abstraction satisfies a specification φ under control then so does the samples for a looser specification T r ε (φ) (see Corollary 3). These results inspire us to provide an approach for the design of control system as shown in Fig 2: first, construct finite abstraction that is AεA bisimilar to the sample of control system; second, find a strategy of finite abstraction enforcing the given LTL + specification φ; and finally, construct controller for control systems based on this strategy so that sampling system satisfies the transformed specification T r ε (ϕ) 6 . The first step has been completed by Pola and Tabuada [26] . For the second step, an algorithm has been offered to find strategies of alternating transition systems enforcing linear temporal logical specifications [20] and this algorithm can be adopted to obtain the desired strategies for finite abstractions. So there is only one question left to answer: how to construct the desired controller for control system based on the strategy of finite abstraction. Our future work will focus on this issue.
Conclusion
This paper provides a modal characterization of alternating approximate bisimilarity. Since alternating approximate bisimilarity is not always an equivalence relation, its modal characterization can not be provided in the usual style. This paper introduces two relations over temporal logic ATL ε and adopt these relations to establish the desired modal characterization of alternating approximate bisimilarity in a new style (see Theorem 2) . This result reveals a relationship between the approximate equivalence among alternating transition systems and the temporal logical properties satisfied by these systems.
Pola and Tabuada adopt alternating transition systems to model the samples of control systems with disturbances and their finite abstractions, and introduce the notion of alternating approximate bisimilarity to capture the equivalence between these systems [25] [26] . Based on the modal characterization of alternating approximate bisimilarity obtained in this paper, we provide the transformation function T r ε from LTL + -specifications to LTL ε + -specifications. Moreover, we show that, given a control system with disturbances, whose sampling system and finite abstraction are alternating approximate bisimilar, if the later realizes LTL + -specification φ under control, then the former satisfies the corresponding LTL ε + -specification T r ε (φ) under control. As illustrated in Fig 2, this result may be useful in designing the controller for control systems with disturbances. Future work will be devoted to perfecting the approach shown in Fig 2. 
